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INTERMEDIATE LiTERROGATION REPORT (I'll) 

PRISONER: Stubaf RADE, Karl 	 DAM: 4 Tune 1945

1. RLILALNCES: None.

2. REASON Ox REPORT: aeport contains information believed to be
of immediate interest. final report will
be issued later.

3. REPORT:

Introduction

This is an intermediate report on Stubaf RADE, Karl, RSHA
Amt VI-S/2, adjutant of OiStubaf Otto SKORZENY. He and SKORZENY
surrendered to US troops at ANNABLRG on 16 May 45 and arrived at
12th A Gp Interrogation Center on 19 May.

RADE is a lawyer by profession. He joined the Austrian
Nazi Party in 1931 and the SS in 1934. Before coming to Amt
VI-S in Apr 1943, he had worked for the Gestapo and Grenz pol-
izei in minor functions.

As SKORZ.LNY's aide he coordinated his chief's different ac-
tivities loyally and efficiently .. He now emphasizes his coop-
erative attitude, but it is believed that he is still withhold-
ing certain facts.

Contents 

a. Organizations under SKORZNY
(1) Amt V1-S
(2) SS Tagdverbaende
(3) Mil Amt D

b. Sources, of Resistance
( 1) Diens ts telle
(2) Schutzkorps Alpenland

c. Operations in Foreign Countries
(1) Dienststelle 2000
(2) SS Fallschirm Jaeger Bn 600
(3) Agents
(4) Plots

d. Technical Developments
(1) Sabotage
(2) Special Weapons
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IV -a H/Stuf Herbert (?)URNEK Quartermaster.
Transferred to
6 SS Pz Army'

IV -b

U/Stuf SCHENKEL

H/Stuf Dr WLTZ

Under URBJ,NEK.
One foot ampu-
tated. Dis-
charged

Medical offico-,'.
Went home to
OBERDONAU

H/Stuf Dr Helmuth SLAMA Went home to
ObLRDONAU

H/Stuf M...HLOW	 Transport
officer. be-
lieved by RADL
to have been
captured at
TL1SLNDORF.
0/Stuf Alois
WEBER was MAH-
L01.i's prede-
cessor until
dismissed

VI

U/Stuf KOLSTLR

Stdf Otto BAYLR

-U/Stuf KUTSCHKE

H/Stuf 4LLWEIT

Remained at
TLISLNDORF

Special services
officer. Came
from SS Fueh-
rungs Hauptamt
in mid Dec 1944.
.Transferred to
6 SS Pz /any

In charge of
W/T operations.
Discharged at
HOP

U/Stuf HN	 W/T operations
Discharged at
HOP

H/Schrf IbITTLRWOLF	 Mail clerk
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AMt VI-S/1r.dministration

H/Stuf rwin SCHolIEL

H/Stuf Hugo PODLECH

0/Stuf bRLITENFELD

U/Stuf WINDHOEFEL

Fri WOLF

Frl tdiaRICH

'dent to HOP and
then joined
SCHUTIKORPS hL-
PENL4LND (Sic)
(for details see
13,' (2), below),

Went to HOP.
Discharged there
but went to
TEISENDORF with-
out orders

Stayed in HOP

Disappeared
from HOP

Secretary.
Discharged at
HOP

Secretary. Dis-
charged at HOP

i&Mt VI-S/2

H/Stuf Karl /9.DL
	

SKORZiY/s
adjutant

d. VI-S/3, Supervision of training schools at
SELHOI, iZUZEOP, and hEINRICEISIDURG

H/Stuf Herbert zs17.4.FELDT Joined SKL

H/Schrf PHLOW	 Joined SIC.,s,

Fri Ki,ULPI,CH	 Secretary

e. 1,,mt VI-S/4, Direction of i;gent Operations

H/Stuf 4,rno BESEKOW

0/Stuf Werner MEYE2 •

0/Stuf Franz NEBEWFULHR

H/Schaf hLINECIa

H/Schaf STOECK
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Jeined SKA

Joined SICA

Formerly in
Greece. Wanted
to join his
relatives in
ustria

Joined SL1

Stayed in HOP
with his family
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Fri kainemarie E:RULGLR )

Erl Lieselotte KRU GLR)

FI".Gisela.0LING	 )

f. Locations:

these three wo-

men were secre-
taries, releas-
ed either at HOP
or at PUCH. The
KRULGILR sisters
came from the
La ctory, HiLMBURG.
and BERLIN, and
had worked for
no other dept of
the SD except .
Amt VI-S/4

Besides its headquarters at FRIEDLUTHAL, Amt VI-S
had one . 1'0,0111 and an ante-room (No. 113) at the RSHA
offices at 32 Berkterstrasse, BLRLIN.. The secretary
was Frau Gorda KOLSKY, formerly with Amt VI-A. She
had not been decorated and was released in Feb 1945.
2,mt VI-S had no Tarn Buero '(cover address . ) in BERLIN,
but agents were seen lb the Jagdverband Karten Stelle
in Kalckreuthstrasse.

E. Movements:

With the exception of R,DL and, GLRI-i„RD, the Fueh-
rungsstab went to the area HOP during the period Feb
to Mar 1945. From H0T1 they moved to TLISLNDORF where
the members left for either the Mi. or 6 SS Pz
Radio communication beltween IRILDLNTH„L and the Fueh-
rungsstab at HOP and TLISLNDORF was maintained until
15 or 20 ,pr 45.

On 1 Feb 45 SORZLNY, G,LLLNT, PINDER,HUNKE
PUCKER, all of JagdverbLnd wITTL , and Fallschirm Jaeger
Bn 600, and most of JaLdverband NORD/11,ST, went to fight
the Russians at SO.riLDT/Oder. ,bout the middle of

Si(ORZLNY, SLu„ I, and G„LUNT returned to FRILD-
LilTd.L and continued tO TLiSLDORF and LINZ, where
they established a Streifendienst (patrol service, in
this case to prevent straggling) at the request of
Gauleiter. LIG,JUDER.	 1

R.DL left IRILDIliTik,L to meet SKORZLNY in LINZ in
the middle of ,pr 19451 They left LINZ on 1 or 2 May
and went to a 1ie 3adquaIters train at PUCH, which left
the same night for PON&41U, where they remained for two
days. . They then travelled to KL.dIviSTEIN , remaining
there two or three days, then to R.SMDT for two or
three days, and finally to ANN,BLRG, location of the
SKI,. HQ, They stayed there one week and then surrender-
ed to US troops.

- 5 -
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(2) SS Xagdverbaende:

When SKORZLNY came to VI-S in "pr 1943 thee was a
company of Waffen SS at 04-NILNBURG. This company partici-
pated in the liberation. o± 11USS0LINI on 12 Sep 43. It re-
turned to FRIEDENTHi.L in Oct 1943 and became Taegerb:Ittal-
ion 502. The unit strengh was increased to 200 men: all
of German nationality. The commanding officer was H/Stuf
J.,aLciaii-t.T. In the summer of 1944 J,EOKERT was transferredto
the'front. :.andwt succeeded for a few weeks by H/Stuf HOYLR.
HOYER was 'followed by O/Stuf FUCKBR. 4,t this time various
•Streifkorps, which had been part of the BIL,NDENBURG Div be-
fore its reorgunization, \ Came to FRILDINTIL,L and formed the
SS Jagdverbacnde. There Were five Jagdverbaende: MITTE
(formerly Jaeger Battalion 502), NORD WEST, SUED WEST, OST,
and SUED OST.

a. Jagdverband MITTE:. Formed out of Jaeger Battalion
.502.

CO	 0/Stuf Karl FUCKER	 came in Nov
1944. Went with
150 men to HOCH-
KOENIG area in
mid ,pr 1945

I-a	 H/Stuf Werner HUNK	 rrested by CIC

I-b	 H/Stuf GERIL,AD

l-c	 0/Stuf G±.3.

Since Jagdvcrband JAITTE was stationed at FILIEDLN-
TiLL it utilized the Staff of the Fuehrungs Stab (See
a, (I), a above) for Oministrative purposes, in order
to economize on personnel.

Sender Einsutz JIbteilung: For administrative pur-
puses the Sonde/. hinsatz „bteilung, headed by o/Stuf
KEINCKERT, was formed within Jagdverb!_nd MITTL. /,s
every German soldier had to belong to a replacement
unit, the Sonder Lins4z ,bteilung served that purpose
for SS men assigned to KdK, KG 200, and KaLapfschwimmer
schools at Diana Bad, 7ILNN, and .i34,.D TOELZ. It carried
the soldiers , records land was responsible for admini-
strative matters arising out of injurY or death.

b. Jagdverband NnD WEST:

Strength was about 120 men, although batallion
strength had been enviSaged. H/Stuf HOYER was CO. He
was wounded on the Oder front in Feb 1945 and was , .
succeeded by H/Stuf DLTHIER. This Jagdverband re-
mained at NEUSTRELITZ Until ,pril when it was evacuated
to the area of HOP. Eighty to ninety members of the
Jagdverband went to the Oder front.

- 7 -.
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U/Stuf STRi,UB

U/Stuf Karl EGNEa

H/Stuf Dr GOLAS

U/Stuf

0/Stuf ilLNS

djutant.
Wounded on Oder
front in Feb
1945

Supply and
Courts Martial
officer. Wont
to HOE.

Medical officer
Joined Jv NODD
WEST in Nov
1944 and trans-
ferred to Jv
MITTE in mid

1945 when it
went to liust•ia

Platoon leader.
Killed

Killed on Odor .
front.	 Icly have
belonged to Jv
AITTE

platoon of 20 to 25 Flemings under U/Stuf B,CHOT •
Was Part of Jv NORD WEST. This platoon was at GIESSEN
betw-en Jan and Mar 1945.

Kampfschule NEUSTRLLITZ: 	 ccording to FLaL this
was the•name of the sabotage training school at NEU-
STRELITZ.

CO	 H/Stuf WINTER	 Came from Bran-
denburg Div.
CO and sabotage
instructor.
Went to Lustria

0/Stuf STEINMETZ	 Ordnance, trans-
port, and sup-
plies. Be-
lieved to have
gone to HOP with
H/Stuf =BIER

r rl KOTTSC WINTE2 ' s se cre -
tary . Released
in igp r 1945

- a -
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c. Jagdverband SUED iEST

RADL states that he has little knowledge of this
unit. H/Stuf GERLACT; continued to be commanding of-
ficer when his Stfeiforpo SUED FRANKREIGH became
Jagdverband SUED WEST. There was a Kampischule at
TIEFLdrhAL under H/StUf DEHARDE, who is believe to
have been killed • on the Western front. Under him was
0/Stuf EISENENGER, who went to 6 SS Pz Army in mid
Apr 1945. U/Stuf . Dr yLLL, who undertook a special
mission in Holland; was also on the staff of Tagdyer-
band SUED WEST. •

The strength of the Jagdverband was 80 to 90 men,
who were all of Germah nationality, according to RADL.

SUED 1,4IST maintained W/T communication with.FRIEDENTHAL
until the middle of APr 1945.

d. Jagdverband OST

Strength appr 250 men, half of them German and
the rest Balts,.Russians, and a few Ukrainians. Head-
quarters was normally at hOhINSALZA; there was no
Kampfschule. while at HOHENSALZii. radio communication
was maintained with FRILDETHAL at an irregular rate.
Sometimes there were two mossaEes.a day, soidetimes
tnere were none . for several days.

CO	 H/Stuf Adrien von	 Was in HOHEN
FOLLICLRSIvi	 SALZA when Tag-

dverband was •
overrun by the •
Russians. • . •
Killed an 1945.
(Also C of S
Fuehrungs Stab,
a job he did
not like.)

Stubaf REINZE	 Deputy CO

Stubaf HEINZE &ROGER

0/Stuf OSTAFEL

U/Stuf von BREMEN

Brother of
deputy CO.
Liaison officer
with Gen VLAS-
SOV. Escaped
from HOEINSALZA
and retreated
towards TROPPAU

Dead

Baltic German.
Escaped from
hOHENSALZA to
IRIEDENThAL in
big of Mar 1945
Hospitalized in
BERLIN as re-
sult of exposure

- 9 -
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Early in Feb 1945, Stubaf AUCh succeeded von
IOELiChRSAM as CO cf :Jasdverband OST. He was formerly
with the Brandenburg DL-1 and had come to FRTEDEUTHAL
in Jan 191-5, Liv COT was re-organized under him, this
time to a stredi.gth ct SO to 100 men, In Apr 1945 Jv
OST loft FPIEDEZThij. in the direction of TROP2AU. The
following staff went with :UCH:

I-a
	

U/Stuf RINNE
I -b
	

U/Stuf zur NBEHLEN
I-c
	

U/Stuf TITMN

Jagd Einsatz BALTICUM was a part of Jagdverband
OST and was headed by Stubaf Dr PECHU. PECHAU first
made contact with BESLKOW in 194142 when both were
with BdS RIGA. he went to the SLEHOF Sabotage School
and was transferred to Amt VI•S/4 to supervise a group
of baltic agents. In Sep 1944 he and his group, be-
lieved to number 'about 30 agents, were assigned to
Jagdverband OST to operate in the Baltic. Jagd Ein-
satz Balticum was discontinued in Feb 1945, and a
number of its agents went to Sweden.. RilDL heard that
these agents established contact with the British In-
telligence Service in Sweden which, he believes, was
operating against the Russians in tie- Baltic States..
After the dissolution of Jagd Einsatz halticum, PECHAU
and about 20 members went to the Eastern front; a few.
of the Estonian agents went to COPENH,LGEN, purpose un-
known.

e. Jagdverband SUED OST

at KREIvJS/DONAU near NILDLRDONAU. When
The strength was appr 500 men. It

VIEA14„, fell
was located

to the Russians they moved to the Lower Lams area.

CO	 0/Stubaf BENLSCH

I-a
	

H/Stuf Emil STEINER

H/Stuf

0/Stuf KIRSCHNER

0/Stuf MUELLLR

- 10 -
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Formerly leader
of Streifkorps
Croatia, Bran-
denburg Div

/ormerly in the
.Fuehrungs,Stab
as II-b; before
that in Brand-
enburg Div

Formerly Brand-
enburg Div

Responsible for
activities in
Roumania
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U/Stuf ii.OUOHL

0/Stuf SChL,2111

(3) Mil 2,mt D:

a.

Responsible for
actvitics
Poxii;ary ,rsa:
1 07.niTiy )71ran.d-
enbag Div

Responsible for
activities in .
Croatia. Form-
erly in Streit:-
korps CROi'dIA

In dalg 1944 J,bwehr II was incorporated into Amt
VI as Mil Jant D. Miiimh D was unfier SKOP 7,2N7	 The
CO was Major i G N.,JJDLAW, succeeded in Mar 1945 by
Major Roland LOOS. Until mid flar the HQ was at F7R-
NTMLRDLR, about 15 km S of 7RMDENTIII,L. It w , iroved
to BD LLSMR and later to Upper Bavaria, pmisit'ly to
the TR•UNS'ILLIJ area. 'There were about 20 officers in
Mil mt D. FL.DL rcmeMbers the following:

Hptm LISNBERG

Hptm LOR4IS

Hptm SCH4N,-IICH

o/Lt

HQ, Commandant
Formerly i',bwehr
II •

Responsible for
Spain, Portugal,
Italy, and North
,frica

Responsible for
France, Belgium,
Holland, Den-
mark, and Nor-
way (?)

Responsible for
Baltic States,
Russia, Ukraine,
and Finland

0/Lt FERRID	 Responsible for
ho.lkans

Ma j iiai\TGL.;4

Hptm Officers'
ords

dministration

re-c -

records0/Lt BITTOLR	 .EM's

- 11 -
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Lt .PL,ULUS

EliRivii1•114

Luftwaff liaison

Leiter II-T.
The technical
HQ was at 13'.L.IND-
ENBURG. LEIRIL.NN
was not a tech-
nical man

Lt SCHULTZE	 Technical expert
under EERvili.Nii

b. Liaison

When the RSH.. took over the Abwchr early in 1944,
the Wehrmacht Iuchrungs Stab relinquished control of
the mil iit, and t,..0 F.ICs were directly subordinated
to int VI-mil. The leuehrungs Stab insisted, however,
that trained military personnel be included in the or-
ganizL,tion to make purely .ailitary information immed-
iately available to the armies in the field.	 s a
liaison agency Liii it F was for:aed, headed by Obst

NTOCic,, former I-c of .,rmy Group WIESSNER in the
Crimea and bal.ams.

c. II-T

, and 1,13 j POSER, all of II-T,
were dismissed in Jul 1944 or earlier.

d. Leitstolle	 fuer Frontaufklacrung

HQ, was at 13..D Oati at one time but changed fre-
quently. The CO was Hpt..a Fred HELLidERS. Other of-
ficers in Leitstellc II WEST were:

Hptm URaLl\TN

Lt

Transferred to
Lcitstelle II
WILT from .ant

D Eicz

iviaintained
liaison between
D„td :L.ND and
DORIOT on the
side and H..,II-
AERS and a:Irit
VI-B on the
other

e. Leitstelle II-OST fuer ITontaufklacrung.

The CO was Obst/Lt Ernst zur LICK-ERN, a close
friend of Freytag. von LOrdisiGhOVEN. IL,DL has never
heard of Sondethger LUC.Lili,'i .,LDE and has no further
information about Leitstell II-OST other than that
Obst/Lt zur LICiiLR weh t to 1: -.Er-Liar-.6,RDER after
FRIEITiLL w,:s evacuated.

- 12 -
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f. Leitstelle II SUiL UST fuer Erontaufklacrung.

The HQ was in the old ustrain Hcores dinisterium
(War Ministry) in VILNNA.	 hon the RUSsi,:ris approached
the Leitstelle was planning to evacuate to Upper .
15av_:ria. Personnc1:1

0bst/L6LChlii.2	 aumanding of-
ficer

iviaj Ii0C4

Lt Phil	 Radio instruct-
or

Korv/L:i pit	 ons

U.LISS was in cha irgc of D0N4 SCHUTZ, a cover nalae
for an intelligence gathering agency aiding in II-
missions (sabotage). .he wns suspected of collaboration
with an. Allied agent, known . as GAZDA , and was later
transferred' back to the Navy.•

b. Sources. of ReSistance 
1

(1) • Di ens tst el le PRITLTal-ila;
1

RiiDL 's , acquaintance with „Gruf PRILLTZivLITii and Dien -
ststelle	 •NI is based on the following cont: cts :

-	 1a. In Jun or Jul 1944, - he iaet PRLT.,,TZivii •diN for the
First time in Italy, vYnen the latter was deputy of
0/Gruf ':;01,1' , • the .13SSPf of Lake Gard.

I
ID . In Nov 1944, he mel t PRIILTZ144•;i4 •14 in the off ice of
TT/S tuba f Ivii,LZ , sadju t‘t, At of • Iii,LT1RUi.4NLR , at 102 1, d 1 - •

heliast ras se , . bLRI,Ii.4'.

c	 In Dec 1944, following a chance meeting in
s outer off c , PRULTZvalisi and Si01Z.1117( had an

impromptu  conference, subject unknown. S orae tiMe in
Dec, S.,•.:ORZLNY drove to se e PRULTZii,,...NN, who had his HQ,
in a train in ICOLNIC-SUUSTLRin,ITE3N.

d. In the winter of 144-45, SIC.ORZNY and PR.T.ILTZ1VIIIIN
went to a demonstration of Nipolit (see d, (1 ) , b,
below) held on the POTSD.,id training grounds.
thought the demonstration had been arranged by H/Stuf

• GLRELRL? • I -b of Fuehrungs Stab VI-5. GERHRD , who
went with a co,aba t tea4 t o the Oder on 15 L.pr 45, nay
have information about' the supply of sabotage material
that he sent to P1LULTZI,L2TN.

- 13 -
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e. In Dec 19444,,P1UETZIA.NN had lent SKORZLNY four or
Five SS guards for FRILDENTH.U. . member of PRUETZ-
kjANN's staff,,Stubaf MUELLER-?: 	 telephoned 21,1).1,
about their return.

.	 •
Itol, knew (superficially) .the following members of

PRUETZAANN's staff:

Standf TSCHIERSKY
S. Brigf SIL6EL
Stubaf MUELLLR.? (second part of double name un-

knewn)

TSChIERSKY succeeded 0/Stubaf GIFE of j-,zat VI-c,
who was killed in a motor accident. TSCHIERSKY was
transferred to Dienststelle PRUETZM;INN in autumn 1944.
He attended the second meeting in KLZTENBRUNNER'S
office, mentioned above. Suggestions had been made
to transfer TSCHIL.ZKY from VI-c to VI-5, but SKOR-
ZENY refused considering him . an intriguer.

1L-,DL said that . P.kULTZM:ZN after he became HSSPf,
dealt directly with HDilALEIt instead of KIIITENBRUNNER.
This fact, and possible the personal character of
PRUE,TZik,Ni4, described as "ice cold", caused difficul-
ties between K.LTIIIIBiUNIEJ-: and PRULTZALNN in Mar 1945.

•(2) Schutzkorps .1,PLNLND (SK)

.fter the .1lies crossed the Ithine, SKOliZLNY con-
ceived a plan to take five or six groups of people into
the .ustrian .1ps. Lach group was to number 400 to 500
men and was to re-inforcc the Wehrmacht at important
passes. The groups were consequently organized as the
Si and supplied with weapons, amminition, plastic and
ordinary Wehrmacht high explosives, and food. At the end
of .pr 1945, however, SKOZLNY gave written orders to each
of the groups that the SIC, was to be dissolved.

The text of the order (as far as iiDL remembers it)
was as follows:

a. .1l fighting against the Western Idlics will cease
immediately.

b. Orders of the .nglo-American occupation forces
will be obeyed.

c. Members of the SKA are to remain quietly with the
local population and will render all possible
help, including agricultural work.

d. They will maintain order among the inhabitants,
protect them from marauders, and prevent the for-
mation of Bolshevik groups.

e. They will rid the area of non-..ustrian elements
(foreign workers and diplomats) to ease the food
situation.

f. Personnel is to remain at SKORZLNY , s disposal for
further orders.

- l4 -
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H/Stuf BESEKOW
H/Stuf Bie..,ivaELDT

0/Stuf MEYER

Dr BEGUS for Balkans
Hptm SCHOENLICH for
South merica

S EC.4ET

There were six groups j in the SK. One was under . F'UCKER
in the HOChiaDLNIG area; one • under GIRG in the LOFER (STEIN-
BEG) area; one under SCHUiiivNN in the LOFE: area; one un-
der B.I.NESCH in the•INNSTht area; one, including BESEKOW,
WINTEii and ivilY.EIt in the I :c;.DST.,',ETTLic L'a.UE:?.N area between
S412,BURG and ICLIi.NTEN; and One additional group, leader un -
kn own .

In compliance with S.4MZENY's orders, the weapons and
. ammunition which were stored at the SKiL HQ at ;INNi.BERG, were
handed over to the local 'mayor.

c. Operations in Foreign Countries 
(1) Dienststelle 2000:

This organization originally belonged to mt VI-E, but was
transferred to VI-S when it VIE failed to furnish necessary
supplies (Spring 1944). The CO ws Dr BEGUS who later went to
Italy .to train VI,S agents in VERON;• from there BEGUS maintained
liaison with i'lmt VI-S through the BdS VL1ONI teletype. 0/Stuf
Franz NEBENFULlixt of .hmt VI-S/4 succeeded him as CO. He later
joined the S'i'; but wanted . to go to NIEDLIJDONL.U.

(2) SS Iallschirm Jaeger Bn 600:

. This unit under the S$ Fuehrungshauptamt was coMmanded by
H/Stuf RYBKii in Croatia, and later by H/Stuf MYLIUS in Poland.
In Sep 44 it took part in the operation HO2THY . after which it
joined the SS Jagdverbaende. Its designation w:_s changed from
Fsch Jg Bn 500 to 600 and it wasreorganized in NEUSTitELITZ. On
1 Feb 45 the unit was coidiaitted at SCH.aLT/Oder and early in
it waS transferred to an SS Pz ;Korps under 0/Gruf STEINL11.
H/Stuf iviYLIUS l' as decorated with the Deutsches Kreuz. in Gold and
was premoted to Stubaf. With this transfer all connection bet-
ween this unit, and VI-S and theHilgdverbaende ceased.

(3) .gents:

DL said he knew no agents other than NELEL. He gave the
following men as sources of information on that 'subject:

coording to 1DL, NEBEL @ LUMLNN, had been the only VI-S
agent who had passed through the 11ied. lines and had returned.
In the winter of 1943,44, NEBEL had come from VI-B to VI-5•,
having worked' .previously for the l'ISD in STiutSBOURG. VI-5 sent
him to SEEHOF school in TEL H1,GUE to pass on the reliability of
trainees.141[t IV requested him in the summer of 1944 and sent
him on a counter-sabotage mission, to MONTBELLi.RD. He went to
loidUS' for VI-S/4 in Sep 1944 to organize a group of "French na-
tionalists" into a resistance movement.	 He was not heard of
again until early 1945 when he returned to FidEDENTL and re-
ported that he had failed.
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Upon his return he was p ,:omoted to 0/Stuf and given the
LK I I -according to RDL, bec:a 	 he had 'es en in the, •ervi r: for

long time and-had risked his life twice crossing the Allied
lines.	 S

NE.E5LL returned to -.6reree in Feb 1945 on orders of bESLKOW.
At that time the 1:•c, of tu)	 ucp,4 reported that ;ILBE,T, was a
traitor but .BLLEOW mads arL inesiga:lon and found this to be
untrue. RADL thought that NJ3LL had originally been a refugee
from Switzerland and he does not know what happened to

RADL knows of only two agents sent to the United State's,
both of whom were caught immediately. They were William COLE-
PAUGH, an American citizen, and GIAPEL who had worked for SD in
Spain. Amt VI-D trained them in sabotage and W/T operation at
A-Schule West, THE HAGUE, and sent them out in the spring of
1944.

Aat VI-D asked St\:ORZENY to take :Jacob COLLINS into VI-S.
He was sent to the school in THE HAGUE to assist in the training
of COLEPAUGh...COLLINS, a Br3t5sh subject had been a PW and had
previously worked for the Abwehr. his conduct at the school was
unsatisfactory, however, and he was returned to VI-D.

RADL stated that India was .too large a territory to be
handled by Amt VI-S. he mentioned that Franz MAYR was an Amt
VI-C agent in Persia. • Two • agents from Sonderlehrgang ORANIEN-
BURG, who had been'to . an Amt , VI-F W/T school, 0/Gefr HARBERS
and PIWONKA, joined MAYR in Persia.

(4) • Plots

a. Projected TITO Kidnaping

The code name for this operation was Unternehmen
T4LODOR, It started in Tan 1944, led by H/Stuf AANDL
who belonged to VI-L. He was an Austrian and an ex-
pert on the Balkans. He had under him four to five
Germans, including U/Stuf STUDa, and was in contact
with two groups of Croat gangs comprising 300 men, led
by . DURECIC and DJUiaC.

The undertaking was supervised by Amt VI-S/4.
The plan was that TITO should first be captured by a
a small unit of Croat Signal troops and then to be
passed on to a larger unit. mANDL was supplied with
arms, money, and W/T sets by VI-F and VI-S. The TITO
operation was a failure because of commnication ' dif-
ficulties, Partisan activity, and internal strife among
the Croats. It was. abandoned in the winter of 1944,
but MANDL continued working as a political, informant
for Amt VI- 12, in the Balkans.
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There is no connection between this operation and
the one directed against'TITO's HQ, in Jun 1944, in
which Maj bLNESCh, at that time in Streifkorps CROATIA
of the BRANDENEURG Div, and H/Stuf RYBKA of Fsch Jg Bn
500, took part.

b. Projected PLTAIN Kidnaping

At the end of 1943 RIEBENTROP decided that he
wanted PLTAIN'S fig tobe in PARIS. As PETAIN refused
to leave VIChEY, SIWRZENY waS instructed by HIMMLER and
KALThNbRUNNER to moVeHhe Marshal. He took 50 men from
the SS Fuehrungs Haupt ant and 25 to 30 men from Jaeger-
battalion 502 to VICHY . , planning to move PETAIN to
PARIS in a priVate car, by force if necessary. After
eight Or ten days, however, RIBbENTROP announced that
the natterhad been settled through diplomatic channels
and SKORZENY returnedHfrom VICHEY.

There are discrePancies • in the accounts of this
projected operation by -RADL and SKORZENY, and both
failed to remember that NEBEL, see c, (3, above, was
a member of the party.I.

c. Projected Assassination of Gen EISENHOWER_

RADE said that the report of an assassination plot
against Gen EISENHOWER was unfounded. He knows that
many rumors were circulating among German troop8 dur-
ing the Ardennes offensive, This rumor, he maintains,
is evidence of the general tendency to exaggerate the
importance of. SKORZENT and his functions.

d. Technical Developments 

(1) Sabotage

R4DL's-knowledge of . the:'teChnical aspeets-of'sabotage is
superficial. he sug&ested that technical details be obtained
from SKORZLNY, who is an,engineer, and GEREARD, who was the sup-
ply - officer'on the Euehrungs Stab.

a. Hell- und Dunkel ZUender

R-.DL described this as a fuse which functions
when light is removed. It was designed by Dr  WIDivlidiN
of the Kriminal TechniSches Institut (KTI), EhRLIN,
and turned down by GLItt-iid.; although'SKORZENY was in-
terested in it. his account, however, does not agree
with that of SKORZLNY who claimed to have designed it
personally and who said that the fuse functioned when
the electric battery iliside had run down-

'	 .
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b. Nipolit
-••

'This is an invention d.eveloped at the e-z.'2107....,ies
factory WAS4 .i.G-, 1/11T.T;74.:KL,RG, Elbe.,
Nipolit was never 11F. cf.d. hy the Wehrmr_lcht
F.h.R.BEN. had a cordT.!lete monopoly on WeInmaeht
and allowed no ir:novations other. than their
Stuf GLRiili_RD maintained contact with W.i.tE.3.0,- who produced
Nipolit in long strips : 10 cm thick. They were deliv-
ered to:

Mil 4;int	 ER,,.1,1D.L:NBURG
KTI .6LitLIN Dr WID.,1\i:j

police .c.a.dc my Research Station, believed to
be in BERLI -.0,. (the .00 was viaj d Schupo

Mil ,n-at D-T had a sa:111 workshop in bIL.NDENETRG ,
where the strips were turned into the finished product.

• Ria.D.,7, is 1'c.t1illi.._;37 with the two sorts of Nl.pelit hand
grenades (Nipod.isc.s and Ni.polinders! and belts and
shoe-soles made of Nipolit.. Models of these were in

s Muse LILL in FRIEDENTi-L.

• 
c.	 4L.rat

VI-P was responsible for the production of false
papers, passports, secret inks, and. sabotage material.
They did not work with Nipolit, however, and h-Indled
only nc.)r-tal Wehrimcht stores which they supplied to
1-m.t VI-S. Stubaf L.,,SSIG, CO, was alleged to be an ex-
pert on bomb fuses =d said to be working on a radio-
controlle d fuse. He was describ(A. s incompetent.
VI-lb compiled a textbook on sabotage of which only one
copy existed and which was sent to the school at THE
}Lan.	 wc-,s considered inefficient and unpro-
ductive, and when GLRFLRD came to the Fuehrungs Stab,
relations betwwen VI-S and VI-1 practically were
severed.
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(2) Special Weapons

a. Suicide Weapons

In the summer of '1943, when a German victory could
no longer be regarded as likely, SiORZLNY began to de-
velop suicide weapons, backed by . the Luftwaffe and the
SPLER zinistry. This was against the will of hITLER
wno 4id not drop his objections until the spring of
1944	 Together with . engineer CL1i5C11 -4, SnIORZLNY worked
on a:V-1 steered by a man. The project had the cover
nalae . .1-4ICiabsiCh (or Al.,, iCHILL;BLAG?) but was discontinued
because of lack of fuel.

b. L7.aison with the Japanese

!iaj 14:1U.1,1 of iIii D had one meeting with Japan-
ese officials in	 RL11; in Nov 1944, at which sabo-
tage was discussed. This had been done without S,:0R-
Z.,1.;Ys permission who immediately forbade any further
meetings. RALL stated that they had unsuccessfully
tried to obtain reports of results of suicide tactics
from the Japanese,but that in the field of sabotage
they. had nothing to learn from the Japanese.

0. bacterial ',arfare

RIOL e.,:phasized that this subject had never been
• discussed, and that Dr dLTZ could never have had any-

thing to do with it. (This does not agree with
stateaents.)

4. Q01.-,CLUSIOJS: . lione

5. COmiviLLy[TS A.,;D i-aCOLLL....4DTIONS: The recipients of this report are
requested to sub_oit special briefs of any subject upon
which this prisoner should be interrogated and to in-
dicate the desirable distribution of the resultant 're-
port.

Distribution:	 Copies
C-I	 ar hoom	 .	 .	 .16

G-2,	 sh,la	 ..........	 	 3
bG (	 21 Ariy Group 	 1
G-2, Third US Army 	 1
G-2, Seventh US .Army	 .....	 . 1
G-2,	 Ninth US .11.rmy	 .	 . 1
G-2, Fifteenth US Army . 	 1
G-2, US portnclave .	 . 	  1
G-2	 (CIb) 12th Army Group . 	 	 5
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